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Abstract-This paper dilcullel a methodology for cog-d t ~ t - ~ h i i  s rs s 
nitive engineeringi  which providel a framework for the c0g-
nitive studies  ......-+ anteltigent 8ystem development + Cognitive stud-
s o
intell 1Ist  l ent...... cogniti
ies cycle. The methodologyl  has been developed to addrellw sr 
the problem of  providingi i  knowledge-based cooperativei  as- 

sistance in vilual reasoning tasks, and is discusled in terml 
its different domains: di-
s b s  s
of  l impact on three 'er application l
agnostic radiology,i l  geographicalr  information systeml, ands
tele-assisted robot supervilion.s  
I. INTRODUCTION 
In many complex problem-solving applications, 
knowledge-based- ased computer systems are unable to effec-
tively handle degraded information or novel situations 
-
with ambiguous conditions [8]. This means that design-
ers of  such intelligent systems must try to keep the human 
SI -
"in the loop" , and there is a growing interest in using au-
tomation to amplify human skillsil  rather than to replace 
them (e.g., [3,, 4, 8, 10)). Hoc has pointed out the need 
for "expert systems which share common representations 
lo]  
with the user" , leading to what are known as cooperative 
problem-solvingi  systems [2]. In order to achievee this goal, 
cognitive science research must be coupled with complex 
, 
system design so that interaction mechanisms may be ef-
fectivelyi ly integrated with underlying domain knowledgee 
[1]. [II-
However,, methodologies for attaining this integration 
frequently employ a one-way relationship between the 
cognitive studies and the computer system development, 
with an emphasis on the latter.  One approach is to exten-
sively study human performance in solving certain kinds 
of  problems, then to apply this theory to the develop-
ment of  a system which can replace some of  the "faulty" 
l -
aspects of  human reasoning. Further  testing and evalua-
tion emphasizes improvement of  computer system perfor-
mance capabilities. A different approach begins with the 
goal of  developingi  a computer system which addresses 
certain kinds of  problems, and cognitively-orientedt  stud-
ies are conducted after its development to test and im-
prove usability of  the system, and user satisfaction with 
it. re-This, again, leads primarily to computer system 
finement,t, rather than improved human performance in 
the problem-solving task. 
Figure 1:: Development Cycles. 
Relatively few paradigms have emerged to date which 
not only result in functioning application programs, but 
which also allow feedback from these programs in order 
to furtherr develop the underlying cognitive theories. This 
paper  discusses a methodology for cognitive engineering 
which provides a framework for such a development cycle,, 
Fig. 1.as shown in .!. This methodology has been developed 
co-to address the problem of providing knowledge-based 
un-operative assistance in visual reasoning tasks, where 
derstanding and interpretation of  visual images are key 
elements of  the decision-making process. The goall is to 
facilitate and stimulate human reasoning capabilities in 
such tasks. In this case, the "intelligence" consists of  
knowing what  type of  assistance is needed and when it 
may be cognitivelyl  usefull to afford it. The system can 
then automatically invoke relevant visualization tools at 
or-the appropriate stages in the problem-solving task in 
cogni-der to improve performance by a) reducing some 
tive load (e.g.,. ., little or no tool selection needed), and 
b) selecting performance-enhancing  rather than simply 
appearance-enhancing algorithms. 
II. VIA OVERVIEW11.
method-In Fig. 2, are shown the basic stages of  the 
ology used to develop the Visual Interaction Assistant 
(VIA).)  There were three primary products  of  this effort: 
i) a three-stage data collection and analysisi  methodology 
analy-which includes an encoding scheme for protocol 
per-sis, ii) a cognitive model of  the interaction between 
ception and problem-solving,l i , and iii) a blackboard-based  
system design.. 
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 Figurei r  4: Protocolr t l Analysis.l i . 
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Figure 5: Contextual Analysis. 
Figure 2: Stagest  of  the Methodology. 
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Figure 3: Environmentt Analysis. 
A.. Datat  Collectionllection and Analy.,uJis 
Understandingt i  how humans process information,tion, and 
what type of assistancei t ce may be needed,, requires a deeper 
study of how peoplel  do work than has been typicall to 
date.. In the VIA project, this has been accomplishedlished 
by identifyingtif i  three levelsls of data collectionti  and analy-
sis, calledll  Environmentir t Analysis,i , Protocol Analysis and 
Contextualt t l Analysis, respectively.ti ely. 
l -
The firstirst stage of data collection,ti , also called Environ-
ment Analysis,l sis, is where informationti  is gathered about 
how thet  taskt  isi  accomplished.lished. A guidingi i  principle is that 
howow peoplel  think they perform a task does not always 
correspond with how they actually do it. Therefore,f re, to 
reveall as many dimensionsi sions of  the task as possible,, it is 
important to collect data from a number of sources such 
as externalt l observation,r ation, performancer ce studies, and verbal 
ir -
ac-protocolt col studies.i . This leadss to a telescoping series of  
tivities,i iti s, each one providingi i  results which form a basis for 
subsequents ent experiments,ri ents, as illustrated in Fig. 3. 
exam-The purpose of the Protocol Analysisl sis stage is to 
inei e ini  detail the data obtained in the experiments,ri ents, and to 
identifyi entify and labell l relevant categoriest ories and conceptsts in the 
verbal statementst t t  of the subjects.t . This is done through 
the vehicle of an Encoding Scheme,, as shown in Fig.  4. 
Application domains with an extensive specialized vocab-
ulary pose a particular challenge to the  development off a 
general encoding scheme. In the  VIA methodology,, this  
is handled by a two-step encoding process, where pro-
tocol statements are pre-processed using domain-specific 
cogni-labels,, followed by a more general descriptiveti e and  
tive concept analysis. 
The finall stage off Contextual Analysis is then  applied 
to determine whether any clusters or patterns  offconcepts 
can be discerned. Generally,, the  encoded statements  are 
task-examined from the perspectiveti e of  important  overall 
experiencerelatedrelated, time-related and/orr -relat  patterns.
In the analysisis leading to VIA, only the  time and  task  
dimensionsi s were explored as shown in Fig. 5, although, 
perfor-in future, comparisonsi s between expert  and  novice 
mance will also be examined. 
This type of  extensive data  collection and  analysis 
provides the cognitive foundation for the  developmentt 
of  a theory of  the interaction between perception and 
problem-solving-s lving in a visual reasoning task. 
of IntenactionB.. Model 0/ Visualis  r  
In these kinds of  applications,, humans are much bettert r 
than computers at perceiving information in the  images, 
and using this information to achieve solutions. This 
isi  especiallyi ll  thet  case ini  real-worldr l- rl  dynamici  situations,it ti , 
pre-where thet  naturet  of  thet  challengesll  cannott easilyil  be  
develop-dicted.i t . Thereforer f r  thet  goall off thet  VIAI  systemt  l -
mentt isi  tot  facilitatef ilit t  and enhance theset  capabilities,iliti , ratherr t r 
thant  tot  reproducer r  them.t . Thatt is,i , thet  computert r shouldl  
be used tot  do image,i , data,t , and knowledgel  processingr i  ini  
a way thatt t isi  alignedli  withit  an understandingr t i  off thet  user'sr'  
visual information processing in the  task.  Thishis means 
that,t at, forf r effectiveeffecti e cooperation,c erati , thet e systems ste  shoulds l  containc tai  
knowledgele e aboutt descriptiveescri ti e features,feat res, levelsle els off abstrac-str -
tion,ti , context,t t, focusf s off attentiontt ti  and  expectation.t ti . InI  par-
ticular,ti l r, theset s  issuesiss s need tot  be expressedr ss  ini  thet  contextt t 
off theirt ir contributiontri ti  tot  thet  avoidancei  and/or/ r recoveryr r  
fromfr  errorsrr rs and oversights.rsi ts. Allll off thist is informationi f r ti  mustst 
be presentedr s t  ini  a coherentr t and consistentsist t frameworkfr r  thatt t 
r-
allowsll s thet  systems st  tot  "understand" how tot  provider i  cogni-
tivelyti l  effectiveff ti  assistance.i t . Thisi  isi  achievedi  throught r  thet  
modell developedl  ini  [6].[ ]. information-
Uunderstand" i-
ItIt isi  based on thet  i f r ti -
processingr i  paradigmr i  off cognition,iti , and proposesr  a me--
diating process betweent  perceptionr ti  and problem-solving,r l - l i , 
calledll  thet  visuali l interactioni t ti  process (VIP).. 
The VIPI  does nott usurpr  any off thet  functionsf ti  off eitherit r 
i fi g 
problem-solvingl l i  or perception.ti . Rathert  itit actst  as a trans-
former att thoset  pointsi t  ini  thet  visuali l reasoningi  taskt  where 
thet  problem-solvingr l - l i  processr  requestsr t  perceptualr t l input,i t, 
t
and where thet  perceptualt l process isi  deliveringli i  such rele-
vantt information.i ti . The primaryi  functionsti  of  thist i  process 
are identifiedi ti i  as hypothesist i  managementt and attentiontt ti  
l
direction,, and the working memory structures which sup-
port these activities are described in terms of  two concep-
tualt l buffers and a visuali l contextt t store.t . These symbolicli  
structurest r s represent how working memory may be orga-
nizedi  tot  accommodatet  thet  informationi ti  flowfl  duringi  thet  
visuali l reasoningi  task.t . The purpose of thist i  modell isi  to 
serve as a bridge between understanding the cognitive 
activitiesti iti s of the humans,, and building an intelligentt sys-
tem which supportsrts these activities. 
This model is the beginning of an iterative,, evolution-
ary process, aimed at understanding how perceptual  in-
formationti  is utilized by higher cognitiveti  processes in or-
der to solvel e problems.. Furthermore,, it provides a frame--
work for task-related knowledge about the user, espe-
ciallyll  with respect to where assistance might be needed 
in the visuall interaction cycle.. In this sense, the model 
represents a pmctical  theory which not only tries to ac-
countt for experimental data results (both our own,, and 
that of other researchers), but which also lends itself to 
incorporationr ti  in the design of a cooperativeti  computerized 
assistant.i t t. 
C.. Systemt  Design 
The general VIA system design closely ressembles as-
pects of the modell of visuall interaction, and consists of 


a blackboard-style architecture which allows incorpora-
tiont  of thet  user,, the image(s),(s), the knowledge base,, and 
thet  functionaltional aspectsects of the program intot  an integrated 
sug-modular system.t . The working memoryr  of the model 
gestssts a logicali l partitioning of the blackboard that facil-
itatesit t s the corresponding types of information transfer. 
il-
cat-Theseese partitionst  or panelsl  arer  dividedi  intot  four main t-
egories:ries: thet  Contextt  Panell containst i  information that is 
ex-known aboutt thet  overall problem context,, including 
pected objects or landmarksl r s in particular configurationsti  
thatt arere consideredi r  standardt r  or normal;l; the Hypothesist sis 
Panell containst i  thet  currentrr t hypotheses that constitutetit te the 
partial (or complete) solutions that  are  evolvingl i  ass a re-
sult off the  problem-solving activity; the  Perceptual Panel  
r
allows the  system  tot  dynamically  obtain  perceptualr t al in-
put  about what  is in the image; and  the  Attentionti  Panel  
is the locus off the  visual  focus-of-attentioni  mechanism. 
i
The Hypothesis Panel  is further divided into two sub-
panels:  one contains Visuali al Hypotheses,t  which reflect 
what  is currently known about  abnormal or  unexpected  
objects in the image, and  the  other  contains Reasonings nin  
Hypotheses, which correspond t o explanations off those 
objects, or  collections off objects. The Attentionti  Panel  
is also partitionediti  into two subpanels.  The  first contains 
attention directives aimed at  the  perceptualt al process off 
the user,, while the  second consists off thet  image itself, 
which is considered to be a dynamic part  off the problem-
solving activity. The system directs the user'sr's attention 
not only by textual suggestions, but  by executing ap-
propriate  image enhancements selected to facilitate the 
user's'  perception  of the features in question. This  general 
frame-design provides  a relativelyi l  domain-independent 
sys-work which can be  used  as a template  for building  
tems in a variety off applications where visual interaction  
is a component of  the problem-solvingl -s lving task. . 
re-The overall control structure of  the VIA system 
%ectsflects the functionality off the visual interaction  process 
at-off the model in terms of  hypothesis management  and 
tention direction. The former impacts the blackboard  
through the activities of  hypothesis-relatedl t  knowledge 
at-sources,, while the latter  is concerned with focussing 
sugges-tention by altering the image and/or  presenting 
tions to the user of  what  to look at next.  In order t o 
Atten-pass control from the Hypothesis Manager to the 
tion Director, a third control module is needed to select 
at-strategies. Since there may be several ways in which 
tention could be focussed in order  to obtain perceptual 
information, the Strategy Selector makes this decision, 
based on current blackboard information.. The user is 
conceptualized as an additional independent  knowledge 
source, who reads from and writes t o the blackboard in 
cooperation with the system's'  knowledge sources. 
111.III. APPLICATION DOMAINS 
engi-Fig. 6 presents an overview of  the VIA cognitive 
applica-neering methodology applied to three different 
tion domains.. The diagnostic radiology branch was used 
tot  establisht li  thet  theoreticalt ti l and architecturalit t r l foundationsti  
sec-for the initial VIA system described in the previous 
tion.ti . A preliminaryli i  prototypet t  system,t , calledll  VIA-RAD,, 
was implementedi l t  and testedt t  withit  radiologyr i l  subjects,j ts, and 
feedbackack obtainedt i  from thist i  studyt  indicatedi i t  a positiveiti  
trendt  ini  performance as wellll as favorablel  impressionsi i  by 
pro-thet  subjectsj ts [6].[ ]. However,r, thet  limitationsli it ti  of thet  firsti t 
totypet t  werer  suchs  thatt t improvementsi r ts ini  implementationi l t ti  
mustt be carriedrri  outt beforef r  morer  detailedt il  evaluationsl ti  can 
be conducted.. 
Interac-Thee secondsec  project,r ject, calledcalle  VIA-GISI - I  (Visual( is al I terac-
tionti  Assistancei t  forf r Geographicalr i l InformationI f r ti  Systems),t ),
involvesi l es decision-makingisi - aking taskst s s baseds  on visualis l displayis l  off 
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Figure 6: Do-VIA Methodology in Three Application 
mains. un-(Solid filled boxes representes  completed stages, solid 
filled boxes representes  work-in-progress,e  and dashed boxes and lines 
representes t future work.).  
geographicall database information. The cognitive data 
gathered in this domain willill provide a basis for evalua-
tion of  the cognitiveti  model of  perception and problem-
solving, and the refined model will then be used to design 
and develop an intelligent GISI  prototype system. 
The third project, called teleVIA,, is concerned with 
providing intelligent assistance t o a human operator in 
the supervisioni i  of robotic systems in hazardous or oth-
erwise remote environmentsts [7]. The role of the teleVIA 
system is primarily to filter and enhance data from the 
remote robot when it requires assistance from the local 
1 1.  
operator. In thisi  work, there is not only cooperation be-
tween the human and the intelligentt VIA system,, but 
an additional computational agent must be included in 
the cooperativeti  group. Therefore,r f re, the initial emphasis of  
teleVIA is on the extension of the general VIA system 
design to accommodate this configuration,ti , and to handle 
the particular type of perceptual data generated by the 
robotic sensors.rs. 
In each of these three applications, there is a similar 
 
relationship between the human user and the environ-
ment which affords the perceptual informationt  involved 
in the visual reasoningi  task.. That is,, the user does not 
deall directly with the actuall externalr l world environment;t; 
rather,, the problem-solving  is accomplishedli  through in-
teraction with a technologically-mediated task environ-
ment as shown in Fig. 7. 
In the case of diagnosticti  radiology,, thisis consistsi t  of the 
Task EnviomIent 
(oompuIdonaI 
mol or agent) 
Figure 7: Environmental Interaction 
image(s)medical  provided by the scanning devices of  the 
ma-hospital, which may be supplemented by some image 
nipulation capabilities. (Although a number of  different 
modalities are availablel  through current technology, the 
"snap-images are still typically static, black and white 
shots" of  the affected parts of  the patient's'  body.).  On 
the other hand, in geographical information systems, the 
user interactsts with a softwarer  program which allows the 
underly-selection and display of  various attributes of  the 
ing geographicall database(s).s (s). The display usually takes 
the form of  visual maps in addition t o text. Finally, the 
tele-assistance domain requires interaction of  the human 
supervisor with a computational agent in the form of a 
semi-autonomous robot,, which is engaged in exploration 
and/or  remediation of a remote environment. 
In all three applications, perceptual  characteristics 
consist of image display and enhancement capabilities. 
Issues which must be addressed include dimensionality 
problem-of the features and direction of  attention.. The -
solving characteristics include contextual issues, the role 
of  expectation, and levels of  abstraction.  ap-In each 
plication, the user is subject to errorsrs and oversights, 
assis-which must be identified  and addressed if  effective i -
tance is to be provided. All of  these relationships and 
methdol-issues influence how the cognitive engineering 
ogy is applied, and may in turn,, be themselvesl  altered by 
the introduction of an intelligent cooperativeti  computer 
system. 
A .. Diagnostic Radiologyl  
In diagnostic radiology, the task consists of  two parts: 
i) gathering information by looking a t the image,, and 
abnor-ii)i) deciding what's  in the image,, i.e., determining r-
malities and proposing diagnoses. The user relates to the 
task environment through these two activities,i iti s, but does 
not cause any direct changess to that environment. This 
means that the outcome of the problem-solving- l i  depends 
solely on the quality of the image,, and the capabilities of 
nat-the user,, requiring intensivei  training together with 
ural perceptual and problem-solving  skillsll  or talents.. 
x-
In the task of examining computer-displayed chest 
[SI that three kinds ofray images, it has been shown 61 
oversights can occur: detection errors,, where a relevant  
abnormality is not seen or noticed; identification errors,, 
where an abnormality is seen, but incorrectly labelled; 
no-and/or integration errors,, where an abnormality is 
ticed and correctly labelled,ll , but not used in the genera-r -
 
tionti  of diagnostici ti  hypotheses.t . The firsti t probleml  can be 
addressed if the environment (i.e.,. ., the image) is allowed 
tot  change whileil  thet  diagnostici ti  process isi  underway.. Thisi  
can be accomplishedli  by the provisioni i  of  imagei  processingi  
and enhancementt tools,t l , now availableil l  on mostt commer-
ciall medical imaging systems.. The integration type of 
oversight may be remedied to some extent by the addi-
tionti  of an expertt decisioni i  supportt system,t , whichi  proposes 
hypothesest  and solutionsl ti s based on currentrr t evidence.i . InI  
both of these cases,, the cognitiveti  load of the user is in-
creased since there is the added burden of learning how 
to effectivelyi l  use these computational tools,, as well as 
solving the originall problem of diagnosis. 
The VIA-RAD system,, on the other hand, attemptst  
to address the range of oversightsi ts by providing an inte-
grated problem-solving- l i g environment. The system tracks 
the user's diagnostic reasoning and tries to assist a t ap-’
propriate times by suggesting hypotheses and/or  auto-
matically enhancing the image. 
B. Geographical In/ormation Systems8  f r ti  
The application of radiology and GIS are similar in 
terms of having a computational tool which affords the 
perceptual information to the user through a representa-
tion of the real world environment. On the other hand, 
the task itself is quiteit  different in the two domains. In 
radiology,, the user carries out a diagnosticti  task, where 
abnormalitiesliti  in an image must be detected,t , labelled,, 
and incorporated intot  diagnosticti  hypotheses. In GIS, 
the task is to explore the information encoded into a 
spatially-indexedl i  database. The user is not necessarily 
seeking anomalies to some "normal" state of the envi-
ronmental image,, but rather seeks to build the image or 
map itself,, supplementedt  by additional details contained 
in the fieldsl s of the database.se. Once the relevant visual and 
textuall representation is obtained, the user may perform 
“ ”
furthert r decision-makingi  tasks based on the displayed in-
formation.. 
One challenging aspect of this task is that the user 
may not have a mental or contextual model of the map 
that is going to be generated. He/she  may have some 
concept of the approximate shape and size of  a region 
to be considered,, but t o a great extent, the user must 
trust the reliabilityit  of the software system and the accu-
racy of the underlying database to produce an adequate 
representation for extractingti  the desired information. 
Preliminary observations of  GIS users suggest that 
difficultiesiffi lties are often encountered with trying to master 
the softwarer  to produce the appropriateri te representation 
per-needed for the task. Therefore, although there are 
ceptual and problem-solving  aspectsts to this task as well, 
dif-the nature of the cooperativeti  assistance required is -
hy-ferentt from that of diagnosis. Rather than generate 
what’spotheses about '  in the image,, it is more important  
to assist the generation of the images or maps themselves. 
intel-This means that the knowledge encoded into the l-
ligent system must include not only system commands 
and database characteristics, but this information must 
be indexed accordingi  to the various types of  user tasks, 
and the visualization capabilities needed to perform those 
tasks. 
C. Tele-assisted Robotics 

substan-The domain of tele-assisted robotics differs 
tially from the previous two in that the user interactst  
with a computational agent rather than a tool.. The 
semi-autonomous robot has the task of  exploring and/or  
working in a remote real world environment. However,, 
because of  its limited sensing capabilities, it may require 
the assistance of a local human operator  when sensing 
failures cannot be resolved. In this case, the task of  the 
human user fallsls under the general category of  diagnosis: 
i.e., looking at the data provided by the robot, and at-
tempting to determine what  has caused the failure and 
how to resolve the problem. 
In an unaided system, the local task environment of 
the user presents numerous cognitive challenges: direct 
transmis-querying of  the remote robot may be too slow; 
infor-sion of  all related data may include unnecessary 
mation; the sensor data itself  may be in formats that are 
difficultt for humans to understand and interpret.  The 
display may contain different types off images obtained  
from various sensors involved in the failure,, as well as 
some textuall information on the hypotheses generated 
robot’s exception-and tested through the t' autonomous 
handling mechanism. Any of  this information could be 
deter-faulty or misleading, and the user must quickly 
whatmine what is relevant, what it means, and .  to tell 
the robot. Multiple robots operating on the site would 
typically require multiple local supervisors to monitor 
their activities. 
teleVIAThe purpose of the  system is, therefore, to 
act as an intermediary between  the local supervisor and 
au-the robot,, requesting relevant data in case of  failure, 
tomatically enhancing that data where appropriate and 
diag-providing additional domain knowledge in order to 
nose and repair the failure. The reduction in cognitive 
load may make it more feasible for one local operator  to 
supervisei  several robots, potentially recruiting them to 
provide additional data to help the troubled robot.  
V. DISCUSSION 
ComputationalThe VIA system can be thought of as a co p t  
assistant, (more than a tool, but less than an agent),, in 
a relationship with the human user as well as the task 
environment. This leads,, on the one hand, to a joint 
cognitiveiti  systemt  viewpoint,i i t, where the human isi  coupledl  
en-with the computational system to act on the task 
[lo]. A different approach, however, leadsvironment lO}. 
hu-to a joint task environment perspective,, where the 
man is situated in an environment which includes the 
computationalt ti l systemt  (e.g.,( . ., [9]).[ ]). InI  thet  VIAI  approach,r ,
botht  of  theset  viewsi  are accommodatedt  and integratedi t t
intoi t  a larger,l , dynamici  problem-solvingl l ing perspective,ti , as 
3

 
Figure 8: Dynamic Problem-solving Perspective 
shown in Fig. 8. The management of  hypotheses and 
selectionl ti  of  strategiest t i  are founded on an information-i ti
processingi  type of  model.. On the other hand, by direct-
ing attention, VIAI  reaches beyond the user to change 
the environment itself through image enhancements.t . In 
this way, the viewpointt can change according to the cur-
rent needs of the visual reasoning activity. This type of  
cognitiveiti  flexibilityilit  is felt to be more characteristic of 
a truly cooperative system-sometimesi s the user and the 
VIA system are coupled in considering the environment, 
the current problem-solvingl i  context, and the application 
of additional long-term knowledge. At other times,, the 
VIA system is coupled with the environment,t, changing 
it through appropriate image and other visual enhance-
ments in order to allow the user to fully exploit his/her  
perceptual capabilities. 
In order to couple the computational system with the 
human in a joint cognitive system, it is important to 
have an understanding of  the cognitiveti  processes of  the 
user in the execution of  the task. On the other hand, 
the joint task environment viewpointt requires a thorough 
task analysis.i . methodol-
-
In the cognitivei  engineering 
ogy described above,, both of these requirementst  are met 
through the initial data collection,l ti n, analysisi  and cognitiveiti e 
modellinglli g stages. The flexibilityi ilit  to dynamically change 
perspective is introduced in the system designi  stage.. At 
this time,, a blackboard-style architecturet r  servess this pur-
pose.. However,er, as further implementation is carried out,t, 
a differentrent designi  paradigm may emerge as a viablel  alter-
native.. Once a prototype system is implemented,l ted, further 
data collectionll ction leads not only to testing and evaluation 
of the computationalt ti l system itself,, but also of the two 
joint perspectives.. This feedbackack is then used to modifyif  
and refinei e the earlier cognitiveiti e and domain theories. 
-
VI.. CONCLUSIONI  
In each of the three applicationsi ti s presented: diagnos-s-
tic radiology,i logy, geographicali l information systems and tele-
assisted robotics,ti , it has been shown that an intelligent co-
operative assistant would be helpfull f l to overcomer e some of 
the difficultieslti s faced by users in these complexl  problem-
solvingl i g situations. Similaritiesiti  such as the user's relation-
shipi  to the task environment as wellll as basic perceptual 
and problem-solvingl -solving issueses which arisei  from the visuall 
reasoningi  task have been identified, suggestingti  that a 
’
common cognitive engineering methodology  may be ap-
plied to conduct appropriate cognitive studies as well as 
to design the system itself. 
The VIAI  methodology is one approach to this chal-
lenge, providing a platform for data collection and anal-
ysis, cognitive modelling, system development, and test-
ing and evaluation. It is expected that  the application 
of  this methodology to the different domains will lead to 
insights regarding not  only design and implementation 
off intelligent  cooperative assistance systems, but  also an 
evolvingi  cognitive theory  of how people utilize  perceptual  
information in visual problem-solvingi  tasks. 
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